GOSFORD NETBALL ASSOCIATION – UMPIRE AWARD KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
GNA WHITE

GNA GOSFORD

NATIONAL C

PURPOSE

This award is an encouragement award for
umpires that can competently manage a
game and recognise most infringements.

This award recognises the progression of
an umpire toward a National C badge.
Generally this award will umpire in the
Finals series.

ASSESSOR

1 x National C

1 x National C (minimum 1 year)

1 x National C AND 1 x National B or National A
(minimum 2 years at badge level)

VALIDITY

2 Years

2 Years

4 Years

PRE-REQUISITES

No age restriction
Rules of Netball Theory Pass

No age restriction
Rules of Netball Theory Pass

No age restriction
Rules Of Netball Theory Pass
Foundation Umpire Education Course

PRACTICAL

Junior A or B grade game OR
Any Senior game

Junior A grade game OR
Div 7 or higher senior game

Div 3 or higher senior game

PRE-MATCH
RESPONSIBILITIES

Understands basic pre-match responsibilities

Conducts pre-match responsibilities
effectively

Conducts pre-match responsibilities
effectively

COMMUNICATION

▪ Uses a clear voice, loud enough for most
players to hear
▪ Displays a manner which is confident and
pleasant
▪ Ensures that the use of whistle is crisp
and clear

▪ Uses a clear voice, loud enough for all
players to hear
▪ Displays a manner which is confident
and pleasant
▪ Ensures that the use of whistle is crisp
and clear

▪ Uses a firm and decisive voice and is heard
easily.
▪ Displays a manner which is confident and
pleasant.
▪ Ensures that the use of whistle is crisp and
clear.
▪ Demonstrates correct use of terminology.

GAME MANAGEMENT

▪ Confident control of the game
▪ Signal Centre Passes

▪ Confident, firm but pleasant control of
the game

▪ Demonstrates basic umpire techniques to
maintain control of the game.
▪ Accurately keeps and signals Centre Passes.

(all games are subject to
being of suitable standard)

This is an entry level badge where the two
major elements of control and basic decisions
must be clearly evident

(can be updated by completing various practical and
theory based activities over a four year period or
obtaining a higher badge)

GNA WHITE
▪ Indicates where the Thrown In is to be
taken.

GNA GOSFORD

NATIONAL C

▪ Accurately keeps and signals Centre
Passes
▪ Indicates where the Thrown In is to be
taken.

▪ Indicates where the Thrown In is to be
taken.
▪ Demonstrates basic understanding of
setting penalties on court and at the Throw
In.
▪ Demonstrates basic use of hand signals.

FITNESS

▪ Demonstrates reasonable coverage of the
court for the entire game

▪ Demonstrates good coverage of the
court for the entire game

▪ Demonstrates good coverage of the court
for the entire game

POSITIONING

▪ Good positioning along sideline and for
centre passes
▪ Able to position on goal line when ball is
in goal circle
▪ Remains off the court except to take a
Toss Up

▪ Remains level with, if not just ahead of
the play at most times (may not always
be in the best possible position).
▪ Shows ability to re-position to gain a
clear view of play.
▪ Remains off the court except to take a
Toss Up

▪ Remains level with, if not just ahead of the
play at most times (may not always be in
the best possible position).
▪ Shows ability to re-position to gain a clear
view of play.
▪ Remains off the court except to take a Toss
Up

MINOR INFRINGEMENTS

▪ Is able to recognise and penalise obvious
stepping infringements
▪ Is able to recognise and penalise obvious
offside
▪ Demonstrates basic knowledge of minor
infringements, such as held ball

▪ Is able to recognise and penalise most
stepping infringements.
▪ Is able to recognise and penalise offside
▪ Demonstrates a reasonable knowledge
of minor infringements such as held ball
and show reasonable consistency

▪ Is able to recognise and penalise stepping
in all its forms.
▪ Is able to generally recognise and penalise
a range of minor infringements.
▪ Conducts a Toss-Up, if applicable, in
accordance with the Rule Book.

OBSTRUCTION

▪ Is able to penalise some obvious
Obstruction

▪ Is able to penalise most obvious
Obstruction

▪ Is able to penalise all obvious Obstruction.

CONTACT

▪ Is able to penalise some obvious Contact

▪ Is able to penalise most obvious Contact

▪ Is able to penalise all obvious Contact

ADVANTAGE

▪ Applies the Advantage Rule where
Advantage Goal is scored.

